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Abstract 

In this paper we show that ladder determinantal rings are normal. In the case of a ladder 
determinantal ring associated with a one-sided ladder, we compute the divisor class group, the 
canonical class, and we obtain a characterization of the Gorensteinness in terms of the shape of 
the ladder. 

1. Introduction 

Let K be a field, and X = (Xij) an m x n matrix of indeterminates. A subset Y of 
X with shape as in Fig. 1 is called a ladder. One defines Z,(Y) to be the ideal generated 
by all the t-minors of X which involve only indeterminates of Y. The ring 
R,(Y) = K [ Y]/1,( Y) is called a ladder determinantal ring. Narasimhan proved that 
R,(Y) is a domain using the fact that the set of the t-minors of X is a Griibner basis of 
the ideal I,(X), [ 111. In [S], Herzog and Trung proved the ideal of the leading terms of 
Z,(Y), with respect to a suitable term order, is the square-free monomial ideal 
associated with a shellable simplicial complex. This result implies the 
Cohen-Macaulayness of R,( Y). As we shall see, Griibner bases play a role also in the 
proof of normality of R,(Y). 

In Section 1 we introduce definitions and notation. In Section 2 we deal with the 
ring R2( Y). We use localization tricks in order to show that R,(Y) is a normal domain 
and to compute its divisor class group and its canonical class. It should be noted that 
part of the results of this section are covered by results of Hibi [9] and Hashimoto 
et al. [S]. 

In Section 3 we show that ladder determinantal rings are normal domains. First we 
show that every ladder determinantal ring is intersection of ladder determinantal rings 
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associated with ladders with only one inside corner, see Fig. 3. Then for these ladders 
we deduce the desired result from the normality of classical determinantal rings. 

In the last section we restrict our attention to one-sided ladders, see Fig. 2. For 
these ladders we get nice localizations. It turns out that, after inversion of a certain 
(t - 1)-minorfof Y, the ring R,(Y) becomes regular. Therefore the divisor class group 
of R,(Y) is generated by the minimal prime ideals off: Our approach to compute the 
minimal prime ideals off is based again on the knowledge of the Grobner bases of 
certain ideals of minors. In order to compute the divisor class group and the canonical 
class of R,(Y) we argue as in the case of the classical determinantal rings [2, 
Section S]. We use suitable localizations which allow the reduction to the case of the 
2-minors. We get the following result. 

Theorem. Let Y be a one-sided ladder with k inside corners and t E IQ, with t > 1. 
Assume that all the indeterminates of Y are involved in some t-minors of Y and that the 
size of the smallest matrix which contains Y is m x n. Then 

(a) The divisor class group of R,(Y) is free of rank k + 1. 
(b) R,(Y) is Gorenstein if and only zfrn = n and all the inside corners of Y lie on the 

line of equation x + y = m + t - 1. 

1. Notations 

Let K be a field, and let X = (Xij) be an m x n matrix of indeterminates over K. 
Denote by K[X] the polynomial ring K[Xij: 1 I i I m, 1 I j I n] and denote by 

Cal, . . . . a,lbI, . . . . b,] the t-minor det(X,,,) of X. Here we always assume that 
1 Ia1 < ... c a, I m and 1 I bl < a.. < b, < n. We define the main diagonal of 

Cal, . . . . a,lbI, . . . , b,] to be the set {Xalbz, . . . , Xatb,}. The main diagonal of a t-minor 
of X or the product of the elements of the main diagonal of a t-minor is called 
a t-diagonal of X. 

In accordance with [ 111, one calls as subset Y of X a ladder (saturated subset in [ 11) 
if whenever Xij, X,, E Y and i I h, j I k, then Xik,Xhj E Y. A ladder Y has the 
following property: if the main diagonal of a minor is a subset of Y, then all the 
indeterminates of the minor are in Y. 

Let Y be a ladder, we denote by K [ Y] the polynomial ring K [Xij: Xij E Y] and by 
R,(Y) the quotient ring K[Y]/I,(Y), where I,(Y) is the ideal generated by all the 
t-minors of X which involve only indeterminates of Y. The ideal I,(Y) is called 
a ladder determinantal ideal and the ring R,(Y) a ladder determinantal ring. 
Narasimhan [l 1, Theorem 4.11 proved that the ladder determinantal rings are 
domains, and Herzog and Trung [S, Corollary 4.101 proved that they are 
Cohen-Macaulay rings. Grobner bases plays a fundamental role in the proofs of the 
domain property and Cohen-Macaulayness of the ladder determinantal rings. 
Let z denote the lexicographic term order induced by the variable order 
xi, > xi2 > ... > x1, > x21 > *.* > X2” > .*. > Xm_ln > x,1 > *.- > x,,. 
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Note that the leading term of a minor with respect to r is the corresponding 
t-diagonal. The set of all the t-minors of X is a Grobner basis of I,(X) with respect to r, 
see [ll, Corollary 3.11 or [13, Theorem 11. Moreover the set of the t-minors of Y is 
a Grobner basis of Z,(Y) with respect to r [l 1, Corollary 3.41. Herzog and Trung gave 
also a characterization of the dimension and multiplicity of R,(Y) in terms of the 
“shape” of Y [8, Corollaries 4.7 and 4.81. 

Note that in general R,(Y) is not an ASL (in a natural way as subring of R,(X)), but 
R2( Y) is an ASL on the poset Y [9]. 

We identify the indeterminates of X with the points of the set {(i,j) E N’: 1 I i I m, 
1 ~j I rr> in the plane. Similarly we identify ladders with subsets of points. If X we 
introduce two partial orders I and 5. We define 

(i,j) I (h,k) o i I h and j I k, (i,j)<(h,k) o i2h andjsk. 

It is clear that X is a distributive lattice with respect to both partial orders. Further 
a subset Y of X is a ladder if and only if it is a sublattice of X with respect to 5. 

Since we are interested in the study of the ring R,(Y) we may assume that 
(a) max< Y = (1, n) and min, Y = (m, 1). Otherwise we replace X by its smallest 

submatrix which contains Y. 
(b) For all a, 1 I a I m, there exists b, 1 I b I n, such that (a, b) E Y and for all b, 

1 I b I n, there exists a, 1 I a I m, such that (a, b) E Y. Otherwise we delete 
from X the row or the column which has an empty intersection with Y. 

Of course these assumptions do not affect the ring R,(Y). We say that a ladder Y is 
disconnected if there exist two ladders 8 # Y1, Y, c Y such that Y1 n Y, = 8, 
Y1 u YZ = Y and every minor of Y is contained in Yi or in Y,. If Y is disconnected we 
get I,(Y) = I,(Yi) + I,(Y,) and then R,(Y) = R,( Y1) OKRt(Y2). In this case we can 
consider the ring R,(Y) as the ladder determinantal ring associated with the ladder Y, 
and with base ring R,(Y,). We need the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.1. Let Y be a ladder and S = ZIY]/Il(Y) the ladder determinantal ring 
defined over the bused ring R. Then S is a free Z-module. 

Proof. First we show that Z,(Y) = r,(X)nZ[Y]. Let g be an homogeneous poly- 
nomial in I,(X) n Z [ Y]. We consider g as a polynomial in Q [X] and Let Lt(g) = us, 
with a EZ\{O} and s = nijX,y, be the leading term of g with respect to z. Of course 
s E h [ Y], and, by [ 11, Corollary 3.41, s is divisible by the leading term of a t-minor M of 
X, s = Lt(M)r. But Lt(M) E Z [ Y] implies M E Z [ Y]. Therefore we get g1 = uMr - g 
E I,(X) n Z [ Y], and Lt(g,) < Lt(g) or g1 = 0. Since g1 and g are homogeneous of the 
same degree, by induction, we may suppose that g1 E Z,(Y) and we are done. From the 
previous assertion we deduce that S is a subring of Z [Xl/Z,(X). The ring Z [Xl/Z,(X) 
is a free Z-module since it is an ASL [2]. Therefore S is also Z-free. 0 

The ring Z [ Y]/Z,( Y) is a free Z-module and hence faithfully flat. By generic flatness 
arguments, it is not a restriction, for our purpose, to consider only ladder determi- 
nantal rings associated with connected ladders, see for instance [2, Section 31. 
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It is easy to see that connected ladders with satisfy the assumptions (a) and (b) have 
the shape shown in Fig. 1. 

We call the points S;, . . . , Sk inside lower corners, T;, . . . , T; inside upper corners, 
S 1, . . . . Sh + 1 outside lower corners and T1, . . . , Tk + 1 outside upper corners of Y. For the 
next applications we fix the coordinates of these points: 

S: = (Ui, bi) for i = 1, . . ..!I. T! = (ci,di) for i = 1, . . . , k, 

Si = (Ui-lybi) for i = 1, . . . ,h+l, Ti=(ci,di_l) fori= ,..., k+l. 

where 1 =&<a1 < .” <ah<ah+l =m, 1 = co < Cl < “’ < ck < ck+l = m, 
n=bo>bI> ... >bh>bh+l=l and n=do>dI> ..* >dk>dk+l=l. For 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

(1,“) ----, 

PA 

T; 
Y 

(111) (T 1) 

Fig. 3. 
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systematic reasons we let SA = TA = (l,n), and Sg+ 1 = T;+ I = (m, 1). With these 
notationswehaveY={(a,b)EX:ajciorb<diforalli=1,...,k,anda2aior 
b 2 bi for all i = 1, . . . ,h}. 

We say that a ladder is a one-sided ladder if it has no inside lower corners (or no 
inside upper corners), see Fig. 2. We say that a ladder is a one-sided one-corner ladder if 
it has no inside lower corners and one inside upper corner (or no inside upper corners 
and one inside lower corner), see Fig. 3. 

2. The case of the 2-minors 

In this section we study the ring R,(Y) = K[Y]/Z,(Y) where K is a field and 
Y a connected ladder. We show that R,(Y) is a normal domain and that its divisor 
class group is free of rank c + 1, where c is the number of the inside corners of Y. Then 
we compute the canonical class, the class of the canoncial module in the divisor class 
group, and we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the Gorensteinness of 
R,(Y) in terms of the shape of Y. The results of Hibi [9] and Hashimoto et al. [6] 
concerning the ASL domain associated with a distributive lattice cover part of our 
results. However, we include the proofs because they are different from the ones in 
[6,9], and because we need two steps of the proofs in later sections. 

Throughout this section we fix a connected ladder Y and we keep the notation of 
Fig. 1. Let US denote by Xij the residue class Of Xii in R2(Y). First we define some ideals 
of K[Y] which play a role in our investigation of R,( Y). For all i = 1, . . . , h + 1, let 

Qi = (Xai_,,j: for allj such that Xai_,,j E Y) + Z,(Y), 

Qi = (Xj,b,: for all j such that Xi,*, E Y) + Zz(Y) 

and for all i = 1, . . ..k. let 

Z’i =(Xp4: XpqY, (~34) 5 TI) + ZZ(Y) 

Let US denote by qi,qj, pi, respectively, the residue classes of Qi,Qi,Pi in R,(Y). 
Let Q be one of the ideals Qi, Qi or Pi. It is clear that K[Y]/Q = R,(Y,), where Y1 
is the ladder obtained from Y by deleting the ai- rth row, the bith column or all the 
points I T/. Using the dimension formula [S, Corollary 4.73 one obtains 
dim R,( Y,) = dim R,(Y) - 1 in all the cases. Therefore we have shown that qi, q: and 
pi are prime ideals of height one in R,(Y). 

For all i = 1, . . . , h + 1, we denote by Ii the set {j: 1 I j 5 k, Si I Tf}. Of course Ii 
can be empty, but if it is not empty is an interval, that is Ii = {j: ji I j I ji}. Note also 
that for all j = 1, . . . , k, there exists i, 1 < i I h + 1, such that j EZ~_ 

Proposition 2.1. For all i = 1, . . . , h + 1, (xs,) is a radical ideal and its minimal prime 
ideals are qi, q: and pj with j E Ii, that is, 

. 
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Proof. In this proof we use several times the following fact. Let S be a ring and A4 an 
S-module; if Ni, IV*, N3 are submodules of M and Nz c N1, then N1 n (N2 + N3) = 

N2 + WI n&). 

First we discuss the case Ii = 0. We have to show that Qi n Qj = (XsJ + Z2( Y). We 
have 

Ez2ty) + Cxai_l,j E Y)nCz2(Y) + txj,b; E y)l 

= 12(Y) + C(Xz_t,j E Y)n[I2@‘) + (xj,bi E YLII 

= 12(Y) + (Xvi) + C(Xa,_l,j E Y)n[I2(Y1) + (xj,bi E Y\{&,})ll~ 

where Y1 is the ladder obtained from Y by deleting the ai_,th row. Since 

{xof_,,j E Y> n YI = 0, we may replace the intersection in the last expression by the 
product. But (Xai_,,j E Y) [Iz(Yl) + (Xj,bi E Y \{Xsi})] c Z,(Y) + (Xsi) and therefore 
we obtain the desired result. 

If Zi # 0, we define for ji I j I j; the ideals: Jj = (X,, E Y: (p, 4) 5 T/ and q < bi), 

and Lj = 6% 1-1, dj+l,xoi_,,d,+2, . . . , xai_,,dj+ I ). By induction, using the same method as 
before in order to replace intersections by products, we get for all j = ji, . . . , j; 

Qi n Pji n ... “pj = (Xa,-,,bi,Xa,_,,bi+l, -vxa,_,.d,) + 12(y) + i JzL. 
z=ji 

Finally, when we intersect Qi n Pj, n ... nPj; with Qi, the desired conclusion follows if 
we note that J,L,Q: c Z2(Y) + (X,,). 0 

In order to show that the ring R,(Y) is normal and to get information about its 
divisor class group we study the localization of R,(Y) with respect to the set of the 
powers of xsi. We show that we may interpret R,(Y) [XT,‘] as a polynomial extension 
of a ladder determinantal ring. 

Proposition 2.2. Let B be the set of points of the lower border of Y, B1 = {P E Y: S1 I P 
or S;< P I S,} and Y1 = {P E Y: P 5 S;} (note that Y1 is a subladder of Y). We set 
x = xs, and y = n:L: xs,. Then we have 

(a) R20W-‘l = R2(h) CW LG,‘l and 

(W R,(Y)Cy-‘I = WKG,l, GG,,:,l, 

where R2(Y1)[B1] is the polynomial extension of R2(Y1) with the set of indeterminates 
B1 and K [B] is the polynomial ring over the set of indeterminates B. 

Proof. Let K [Z] be the K-subalgebra of R2 (Y) generated by the residue classes of the 
indeterminates in the set Z = B1 u Y1. Let S E Y \Z, it is clear that there exists 
a 2-minor of Y of the form X,,X, - X,X, with E, F EZ. Therefore, in R2( Y) [x-i], 
we may write xs = xExFX -I, and from this we deduce R2(Y)[x-‘1 = K[Z] [x-l]. 
Since the affine K-algebra R2( Y) is a domain, we have dim R2( Y) [x-i] = dim R,(Y). 
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By the dimension formula [S, Corollary 4.71, we know that dim R2(Y) = 
dim R2(Y1) + 1 B1 I. We conclude that B1 is a set of algebraically independent elements 
and that K[S] [x-l] = R,(Y,) [RI] [Xi,‘]. 

The localization of R2(Y) with respect to the powers of y is the localization of 
R,(Y) [x- ‘1 with respect to the powers of flfzi xsi. Therefore, by induction, we get 

MVCY-‘I = mmxi’, . ..JG.‘,l. 0 

Of course the results of the previous proposition hold also if we localize with respect 
to the powers of the residue classes of indeterminates in the upper outside corners, we 
have only to choose the right B, B1 and Y1. 

We are ready to show that R,(Y) is normal and to compute its divisor class group. 
For the theory of divisorial ideals and divisor class group we refer the reader to [4]. 
We denote by Cl(S) the divisor class group of a normal domain S and by cl(Z) the class 
in Cl(S) of a divisorial ideal I of S. 

Corollary 2.3. (a) The ring R,(Y) is a normal domain. 
(b) The group Cl(R,(Y)) is free of rank h + k + 1. 
(c) The elements cl(q,), . . . , cl(q,+ l)rcl(nl), . . . , cl(p,) form a basis of Cl(Rz( Y)). 

Proof. (a) We use Serre’s normality criterion [4, Theorem 4.11. From Proposition 
2.2, we obtain by induction on h, that R,(Y) [x-r] is a normal domain, where x = xs, . 

But (x) is a radical ideal (see Proposition 2.1), and therefore R,(Y), is a regular ring 
for all the height one prime ideals p of R*(Y). Since R,(Y) is a Cohen-Macaulay ring, 
we conclude that R,(Y) is a normal domain. (b), (c) from Nagata’s theorem 
[4, Corollary 7.21 and Proposition 2.2, we deduce that Cl(R,(Y)) is generated by the 
classes of the minimal prime ideals of y. By Proposition 2.1, we know that 
min(y) = {ql, . . . ,qh+l,q;, . . . ,q;l+l,pl, . . . ,pk}, and that for all i = 1, . . . . h + 1 

(i) cl(qi) + Cl(lJ:) + C Cl(pj) = 0. 
jsli 

We claim that all the relations between the classes of the minimal prime ideals of y are 
linear combinations of the relations (i). Suppose that 

C Ui Cl(qi) + C Vi Cl(q;) + 1 Zi Cl(pi) = 0. 
I I I 

Then & Ui div(qi) + xi Vi div(q:) + ‘& Zi div(pJ is a principal divisor, say div(g). The 
divisors div(qJ, div(q$ div(pJ are in the kernel of the homomorphism 
Div(R,(Y)) + Div(R,(Y)[y-‘I), therefore g is a unit of R,(Y) [y-l]. By Proposi- 
tion 2.2, we know that a unit of R,(Y)[y-‘1 is of the form g = Ax’$ . ..x’$‘., with 
AEK\(O} and nI, . . . . nh+ 1 E Z. Since the divisors of prime ideals of height 1 are 
linearly independent in Div(Rz( Y)), the relation (*) is the sum of the relations of type 
(i) with coefficients ni. Then, using the relation (i), we cancel cl(q;) and we are 
done. 0 
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A canonical module of a Cohen-Macaulay ring S is a finitely generated module 
S-module o such that o, is the canonical module of the local ring S, for all maximal 
ideals ttt of S. Concerning general facts about the canonical module we refer the reader 
to [7]. If S is a normal Cohen-Macaulay domain and o a canonical module, then w is 
isomorphic to a divisorial ideal of S. A canonical class of S is the class in the divisor 
class group of a divisorial ideal which is a canonical module. Suppose that S is 
a positively graded K-algebra, S = ejt OSi, with Se = K and denote by 
m = @i Z 1 S’i its unique maximal homogeneous ideal. Then, by [4, Corollary 10.33, 
Cl(S) = Cl(S,). It follows that the canonical module of S is unique up to isomor- 
phisms and it is determinated by the canonical class. 

Proposition 2.4. Let cl(o) be the canonical chs of R,(Y) and let CFz,’ liCl(qi) + 
Cf= 1 djCl(pj) be the representation of cl(o) with respect to the basis of CI(R,(Y)) given 
in Corollary 2.3. Then 

li=ai+bi-ai-1-bi-l foralli=l,...,h+l 

6j = ail + b, - cj - dj for all j = 1, . . ..k. 

where ij = min{i: ci > cj}. 

Proof. We begin with an observation. Let Y,, B1 and x as in Proposition 2.2. The 
isomorphism 2.2(a) induces an isomorphism Cl(R,(Y) [x-l]) N Cl(R,(Y,)[B,] 
[Xs; ‘I). Since X,, is prime in R,( Y,) [BJ, and a polynomial extension does not affect 
the divisor class group, one has CI(R,(Y,)[B,] [X&l]) ‘v CI(R,(Y,)). The ring 
R,(YJ [BJ [Xs; ‘1 is free as R,(Y,) module. It follows that in isomorphism 
Cl(R2( Y,) [RI] [Xs; ‘1) N Cl(R2( Y,)), a canonical class is mapped to a canonical class. 
If we consider the composition of the canonical epimorphism Cl(R,(Y)) + 
Cl(R,(Y) [x- ‘1) with the previous isomorphisms we get an epimorphism 
CI(RI( Y)) -+ Cl(R,(Yi)) which maps the canonical class to the canonical class. 

This observation allows inductive arguments, one only needs to control the images 
under the map Cl(R2( Y)) + C1(R2( Y1)) of the elements of the given basis of C1(R2( Y)). 

The proof is by induction on h + k. If h = k = 0, then Y is an m x n matrix, q1 is the 
ideal generated by the first row of Y. In this case al + bI - a0 - b. = m - n and, by 
[2, Theorem 8.8],& = m - n. 

Now we suppose h + k > 0. First we discuss the case h = 0. We localize with respect 
to the powers of x = xr,. By Proposition 2.2 we have R,(Y) [x-l] N R,(Y,) 
[CJ [XT;l], where Y, = {Xp E Y: P< T;} and C1 = {Xp E Y: T;<P 5 T1 or 
T1 5 P}. The ideal q1 R2(Y) [x-l] is the principal ideal generated by xln. The ideal 
p 1 R,( Y) [x- ‘1 is mapped, by the previous isomorphism, to the extension of the ideal 
q,( Y,) generated by the first row of Y, in R,(Y,). The ideals p2R2(Y) [x-l], . . . , 
pLR2( Y) [x-l] are mapped to the extensions of the ideals pl( Y,), . . . , pk_ ,(Y,) of 
Rz (YJ which correspond to the upper inside corners of Y, . Therefore we may describe 
exactly the epimorphism Cl(R1( Y)) --) Cl(R2( Y,)) in terms of the given bases. Since the 
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canonical class of R2( Y) is mapped to the canonical class R2( Y,), be induction, we get 
6j = m + 1 - Cj - dj for allj = 1, . . . , k. It remains to determine L1. We localize R2( Y) 
with respect to xT,+, and obtain a surjection Cl(R,(Y)) + Cl(R,(Y,)), where now 
Y, = {X,EY: T,+,SP}.Theclassesofp,, . . . . pk- 1 are mapped by to the classes of 
the ideals p1 ( Y1), . . , , pk _ 1 (Y,) which correspond to the upper inside corners of Y, . 
The class of q1 is mapped to the class of ql(Y1) the ideal generated by the first row of 
Y, . The class of pk is mapped to the class of the ideal q; (Y,) generated by the first 
column of Y,. Since in Cl(R,(Y,)) we have cl(ql(Y1)) + cl(q;(Y,)) + Ci:: 
Cl(pi(Yl)) = 0, by induction, we deduce that A1 - bk = ck + dk - 1 - n. But we know 
already that 8k = m + 1 - ck - dk and we conclude A1 = m - n. 

Now suppose h > 0. Again we localize with respect to residue class of outside 
corner indeterminates and use induction. First we localize with respect to xs, and 
obtain ~i=Ui+bi_Ui_1_bi_l, for all i=2, . . ..h+l. Then we localize with 
respect to xSh+, and obtain & = a, + b1 - a0 - bo. Finally, if k > 0, we localize with 
respect to XT, and obtain 6j = UG + b+ - cj - dj, for all j = 1, . . . , k. 0 

Proposition 2.5. The ring R2(Y) is Gorenstein ifund only ifm = n and all the inside 
corners of Y lie on the main anti-diagonal ofX, that is {(i,j) EX: i + j = m + l}. 

Proof. The ring R,(Y) is Gorenstein if and only if cl(w) = 0. Therefore the ring R,(Y) 
is Gorenstein if and only if m = n and all the differences listed in Proposition 2.4 
vanish. This is the case if and only if m = n and all the inside corners of Y lie on the 
main anti-diagonal of X. 0 

3. Normality 

In this section we prove that ladder determinantal rings are normal domains. We 
use the knowledge of a GrGbner basis of the ideal I,(Y) to reduce the problem to the 
case of a ladder determinantal ring associated with a one-sided ladder with only one 
inside corner. 

We fix a ladder Y and we keep the notation of Fig. 1. By [ll, Corollary 3.43 the set 
of the t-minors of Y is a GrGbner basis of Z,(Y) with respect to z. We denote by B,(Y) 
the set of all the monomials of R,(Y) which are not divisible by the leading term of 
a t-minor of Y. It is well-known that B,(Y) is a basis of R,( Y) as K-vector space. Since 
Z,(Y) = Z,(X)nK[Y], see [ll, Theorem 4.11, we know that R,(Y) is a subring of 
R,(X) and B,(Y) c B,(X). 

Lemma 3.1. Let Y, , . . . , Y, be ladders contained in X and Y = fif+ yi. Then 

R,(Y) = n:= 1 M). 

Proof. Since B,( Y,), . . . ,B,(Y,) are subsets of B,(X) the K-basis of R,(X), then a K- 
basis of nf= 1 R,( yi) is n;= l B,( YJ. But it is easy to see that B,(Y) = /-Jr= 1 J3,( YJ and 
therefore R,(Y) = nfEI R,(Yi). 0 
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Lemma 3.2. The ladder Y is the intersection of one-sided one-corner ladders. 

Proof. For all i = 1 , . . . , k, let ri = {(a, b) EX: a < CL or b I di} and for all i = 1, . . . , h, 

let Zi= ={(a,b)~X: a>ai or b>bi}. It is clear that Y=Yln..-nYkn 

Z,n +.. nZh. i-J 

Proposition 3.3. The ring R,(Y) is a normal domain. 

Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we may write R,(Y) = nf= 1 R,(Yi)y where the x are 
one-sided one-corner ladders. The intersection of normal domains is a normal 
domain. Therefore we may assume that Y is a one-sided one-corner ladder. Let (c, d) 

be the unique inside corner of Y, of course we may suppose that it is an inside upper 
corner. If c < t (or d c t), then R,(Y) is the polynomial extension of the determinantal 
ring R,(X,), where X1 is the matrix formed by the first d columns (or by the first 
c rows) of X. Therefore we conclude that R,(Y) is normal since R,(X,) is, see 
[2,Theorem6.3].Inthecasec>tandd>t,wedefine6tobe[l,..., t-l,c+l,..., 
c+rll,..., t-l,d+l,..., d + r], with r = min{m - c, n - d}. Then we consider 
Z,(X) is the ideal generated by all the minors of X which are not greater than or equal 
to 6, see [2]. It is easy to see that the ideal Is(X) is generated by the t-minors of the first 
c rows and by the t-minors of the first d columns of X, in other words 
I,(X) = I,(Y)K[X]. By [2, Theorem 6.31 we know that K[X]/Z,(X) = R,(Y)[X\Y] 

is a normal domain, and therefore R,(Y) is a normal domain. 0 

Remark 3.4. Let Y be an one-sided one-corner ladder with the unique upper inside 
corner in (c, d), and suppose c 2 t and d 2 t. We have seen in the proof of the previous 
proposition that R,(Y) [X\Y] = K[X]/I,(X). F rom [2, Theorems 8.3 and 8.141 one 
has that Cl(R,(Y)) = 2’ and that R,(Y) is Gorenstein if and only if m = n and 
c + d = m + t - 1. In the next section we generalize this results to one-sided ladder 
determinantal rings. 

4. Divisor class group and Gorensteinness of one-sided ladder determinantal rings 

In order to compute the divisor class group and to characterize the Gorensteinness 
we restrict our attention to the one-sided ladders since for these ladders suitable 
localizations allow the reduction to the case of the 2-minors. From now on let Y be an 
one-sided ladder, and we keep the notation of Fig. 2. We want to study the ring R,(Y), 
and we always assume that Y contains t-minors and t > 1. Moreover we may assume 
that cl 2 t and dk 2 t, since otherwise the indeterminates of the nth column or of 
the mth row of Y are not involved in a t-minor of Y and we may delete them. Under 
these hypotheses the dimensions of R,(Y) and R,(X) coincide, in particular 
dim R,(Y) = dim R,(X) = (m + n - t + l)(t - 1). 

Let Xij E Y; we denote by Xij the residue class of Xii in R,(Y). Note that the minor 
6 = [l, . ..) t-ljl,...,t-l]andX,,areinY. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let f be the residue class of S in R,(Y) and x = x1 1. Let Z be the ladder 
which is obtained from Y by deleting the first row and the first column. Then we have 

(1) R,(Y)[f-‘I-K[XijEX:iIt-lorjIt-1][6-’1, 

(2) R,(Y)Cx-‘I -R,-,@)CX,,,X,,, . . ..X~n.xz~, . . ..X.~IICK-I’I. 

Proof. Let B = {xii: i I t - 1 or j I t - l} and denote by K[B] the K-subalgebra of 
R,(Y) generated by the elements of B. Let X,, E Y with p, q 2 t. Then we consider the 
minor y=[l,..., t-Lpi1 ,..., t-l,q] which is in Y. In R,(Y) we have 
0 = y = x,, f + g, where g E K [B]. Therefore we have shown that xpq E K[B] [f - ‘1, 
that is R,(Y)[f-‘1 =K[B][f-‘1. S ince R,(Y) is an affine K-algebra domain we 
have dim R,( Y) [f - ‘1 = dim R,( Y), and, by [S, Corollary 4.71, dim R,(Y) = ( B I. We 
conclude that B is a set of algebraically independent elements. Sincef; as an element of 
K [B], is the determinant of a matrix of indeterminates, the first isomorphism is proved. 

We denote by Zij the entries of the ladder Z and consider the homomorphism of 
rings 

~:~CYICX11’1-)~C~lC~l~,X~z, . . ..X~n.Xzl, . . ..Xn.1CX,‘1 

defined by the assignment ~(Xij) = Xij if i = 1 or j = 1, and ~(Xij) = Zi _ 1 j- 1 + 
XilXrjXcll otherwise. It is clear that $ is an isomorphism. We denote by [ . . . 1 . ..lr 

and [ . . . I . ..lz. respectively, the minors of Y and Z. Let M = [iI, . . . ,i, 1 j,, . . . , jJr, 
then we have 

i)(M) = [iI - 1 , . . . . i,- llj, - 1, . . . . j, - 112 + i (- l)p+qXijqXi,lX~i’ 
P.4'1 

x[il-1 ,..., ipTl ,..., i,-lljr-l,..., jq3 ,..., j,-l],, 

where i? means that the index v is omitted and, by convention, a minor is 0 if one of its 
row or column index is 0. From the previous formula one deduces that 
$(I,( Y)) c I,- 1(Z). Since 

kW,i2, . . ..41Ljz , . . . . j,],)=Xll[i2-1 ,..., i,-lIjz-1 ,..., j,-11, 

and X1 1 is a unit, we get $(Zt( Y)) = I,_ 1(Z). Therefore Ic/ induces the second isomor- 
phism. 0 

We have seen that, after inversion off; R,(Y) becomes a factorial ring. Hence, by 
Nagata’s theorem [4, Corollary 7.21, the divisor class group of R,(Y) is generated by 
the classes of the minimal prime ideals off: In the case of the classical determinantal 
rings it is possible to determine the minimal prime ideals off using the ASL structure, 
see [2, Corollary 6.51. In general R,(Y) need not be an ASL, and therefore we have to 
argue in a different way. Note that if t = 2, then f is the residue class of Xl, and we 
know already its minimal prime ideals, see Proposition 2.1. The natural extension to 
the general case is the following. 
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Fig. 4. 

Definition 4.2. Let A0 = {(p, 4) E Y: p 5 t - l}, Ak+ 1 = {(p, q) E Y: q I t - l} and for 
i=l , . . . , k let Ai = {(p,q) E Y: (p,q) I Tf} (see Fig. 4). 

For i = 0, . . . , k + 1 we define Pi = I,_ ,(Ai) + Z,(Y) and denote by pi the residue 
class Of Pi in R,(Y). 

Note that, when t = 2, the ideals pl, . . . , pk correspond to the ideals pl, . . . , pk 

defined in the second section but the ideals po, pk + 1 correspond to q1 and q; . 
By construction, f E pi for all i = 0, . . . , k + 1. The ideals PO and Pk + 1 belong to the 

class of ideals cogenerated by one element in a ladder as defined in [S]. From 
[8, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.71 we know that p o, p k + 1 are prime ideals of height 1. 
In order to show that also pl, . . . , pk are prime ideals we need some preliminary 
results. For all i = 1 , . . . , k, let Ji be the set of the (t - 1)-minors of Ai and t-minors of Y. 

Proposition 4.3. For all i = 1, . . . , k, the set Ji is a Griibner basis Of Pi with respect to t. 

Proof. Let Y, = ((p, q) E Y: p I ci}, and Y, = {(p, q) E Y: q 5 di}. The sets Y1, Y, are 
ladders and I1 = I,_ ,(Ai) + Zt(Y1) and Z2 = I,_ ,(Ai) + Zt(Yz) are ideals cogenerated 
by one element in the ladders Y, and Y2, respectively. We denote by Cj the set of the 
(t - 1)-minors of Ai and t-minors of Yj, j = 1,2. It is clear that Ji = Cl uCz. 

By [S, Theorem 4.21, we know that Cj is a Griibner basis of Zj with respect to 
z, j = 1,2. We prove that Ji is Griibner basis of Pi by showing that in Buchberger’s 
algorithm the S-resultant S(u,s) of two elements u,s E Ji is always 0, see [12]. We 
distinguish 2 cases: 

If u and s are t-minors, then S(V, s) = 0 since Ji contains the set of the t-minors of Y, 
which is a GrGbner basis. 

If v (or s) is a (t - 1)-minor, then it is clear that u, s E C1 or u, s E Cz and therefore 
S(u,s) = 0 since C1 and Cz are GrGbner bases. 0 

The ideal Lt(Pi) of the leading terms of Pi is generated by the t-diagonals of Y and 
by the (t - l)-diagonals of Ai. Since Lt(Pi) is a square-free monomial ideal, the 
quotient ring K [ Y]/Lt(Pi) is the Stanley-Reisner ring associated with the simplicial 
complex di = {F c Y: F does not contain t-diagonals of Y and (t - 1)-diagonals 
Of Ai}. 
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Proposition 4.4. For all i = 1, . . . , k, the ring R,( Y)/pi is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension 
dim R,(Y) - 1. 

Proof. It is known [S] that it is enough to show that K[di] = K[Y]/Lt(Pi) is 
a Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension dim R,( Y) - 1. Let Y1 be the one-sided ladder 
which is obtained by adding the point E = (ci + 1, di + 1) to Y. The ideal Lt(l,( Y,)) is 
generated by the t-diagonals of Y1 and it is the ideal associated with the simplicial 
complex A = {F c Y1 : F does not contain t-diagonals of Y,}. It is clear that the link 
of E in A, L,(E):= {F c Y1: Fu{E} EA, Fn{E} = @}, is Ai. From [8, Sections 4.7 
and 4.91 we know that A is a Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complex of dimension 
dim R,( Y) - 1. The link of a vertex of a Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complex of 
dimension dim R,( Y) - 1 is a Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complex of dimension 
dim R,( Y) - 2 [lo, Proposition 5.61 and we are done. 0 

Remark 4.5. With respect to the notations of the previous proposition one has that 
the simplicial complex Ai is shellable since A is. 

Now we are already to show that the ideal pi is prime for all i = 1, . . . , k. First we do 
that for one-sided one-corner ladders and then we deduce the result for the one-sided 
ladders. 

Lemma 4.6. If Y has only one inside corner, then p1 is a prime ideal. 

Proof. Just to simplify the notation let p = pl, A = Ai, d = dim R,(Y), S = R,(Y)/p, 
and let x the residue class of Xii in S. We argue by induction on t. The statement is 
clear if t = 2, see the discussion before Proposition 2.1. Let t > 2. Let I/ = (ui, u2) be 
an element of A and denote by o the residue class of XV in S. Note that the ideals I,(Y) 
and I,(Y) + I,_ ,(A) are invariant under permutations of the first cl rows and dI 
columns of Y, where (cI,dI) is the inside corner of Y. Therefore the isomorphism 
4.1(2) holds when we localize R,(Y) with respect to the powers of the residue class of 
XV, too. Under the isomorphism 4.1(2) the ideal p is mapped to extension of the 
corresponding ideal p’ of the ring R,_ I(Z). Therefore S[u- ‘1 N R,_ l(Z)/p’[Xij E Y: 
i = u1 orj = v2] [X; ‘1. By induction, S[V- ‘1 is a domain, and in particular S[x- ‘1 is 
a domain. Hence it is enough to show that x is a non-zero divisor of S. Suppose the 
contrary. Then there exists a prime ideal Q of S and y E S, y # 0, with x E Q = 0 : y. We 
take u in the same row or column of x. Since xy = 0 in S and x is an indeterminate in 
S[u- ‘1, which is a domain, we deduce that y = 0 in S[u- ‘1. Therefore u”y = 0 in S, 
and, since Q is prime, u E Q. Repeating the previous argument we get I1 (A) c Q. It is 
easy to see from the dimensional formula [7, Section 4.71 that 
dim S/I,(A) I dim R,(Y) - (t - 1)2 = d - (t - 1)2. We know from Proposition 4.4 
that S is a graded Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension d - 1 and since I,(A) is 
a graded ideal we get: height Q 2 height Z,(A) = dim S - dim S/I,(A) 2 d - 1 - 
d + (t - 1)2 = t(t - 2) > 0. This is a contradiction since gradeQ = 0 and S is a 
Cohen-Macaulay ring. 0 
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Proposition 4.7. For all i = 1, . . . , k, the ideal pi is prime. 

Proof. Let Y1 be the one-sided one corner ladder with inside corner in (ci,di). Note 
that Y c Y1 and that {(p, q) E Y1 : (p, 4) I (ci,di)} = Ai. Let US denote by P the ideal 
I,(Y,) + I,_ ,(AJ By Lemma 4.6 we know that P is prime in K[Y,]. Therefore it is 
enough to show that Pi = PnK[ Y]. Since we know a Griibner basis of P we can 
argue as in Lemma 1.1. Let g be an homogeneous element of P n K [ Y] and denote by 
Lt(g) it leading term with respect to r. By Proposition 4.3 Lt(g) is divisible by the 
leading term of M, where M is a t-minor of Y1 or a (t - l)-minor of Ai. We may write 
g = vM + vl, where u is a monomial of K[Y], u1 ePnK[Y] and Lt(u,) < Lt(g) or 
u1 = 0. But M E Pi since Y is a ladder. Since g and u1 are homogeneous of the same 
degree, by induction, we may assume u1 E Pi. Therefore g E Pi. 0 

Proposition 4.8. Let x,f be the residue classes in R,(Y) of XI1 and [l, . . . , t - 1 I 
1 , . . . , t - 11, respectively. 

(a) The set of the minimal prime ideals off is {p,,, . . . , pk+ 1}. 

(b) The ideal (f) is radical. 
(c) The ideal (x) is prime if t > 2. 

Proof. (a) We know already that the ideals po, . . . , pk + I are prime ideals of height 
1 andfE pi. Of course all are distinct, so it is enough to show that no ... pk+ I c (f). In 
order to do that, we define B. = Ao, Bi = {(p,q) eAo: q I di} for all i = 1, . . . , k, 
B,+,={(p,q)~Y:p,q~t-l}.Weshow,byinductiononj,thatp~...p~cI,-,(Bj). 

The case j = 0 is trivial. Now let j > 0. We observe that the straightening relation 
[2] of the product of two minors M, N of a matrix involves only minors of the smallest 
submatrix which contains M and N. Therefore whenever the smallest submatrix 
which contains two minors of a ladder is contained in the ladder, then the straighten- 
ing relation of the product of the minors is inside the ladder. We note that Aj 
and Bj_ 1 are contained in the set {(p, q) E Y: (p, q) I Tj} which is a rectangle. Then, 
by the previous observation, we may use straightening relations and we get 

PO ... pj c I,_ ,(Bj_ l)pj c I,_ ,(Bj). NOW, SinCe the Only (t - I)-IIIinOr of &+ 1 iSf, we 

conclude that p. ... pk+l c (f). 
(b) By induction on t. The case t = 2 is covered by Proposition 2.1. Let t > 2. The 

ring R,(Y) is a Cohen-Macaulay domain and X$pi for all i = 0, . . . , k + 1. Therefore 
f, x is a regular sequence in R,(Y). But x, f is a regular sequence, too, since x and f 
are homogeneous elements. Under the isomorphism 4.1(2) the ideal (f) is mapped 
to the extension of the ideal generated by the residue class of the minor 

Cl, ...> t-211, . . . , t - 21 in the ladder 2. Hence, by induction, (f) is radical in 
R,(Y) [x-l] and therefore is radical in R,(Y). 

(c) We have seen that fl x is a regular sequence. From the isomorphism 4.1(l) we 
deduce that (x) is prime in R,(Y) [f- ‘1 and therefore (x) is prime in R,(Y). 0 

We are ready to prove the main result of the paper. For the reader’s convenience we 
repeat all the assumptions on the shape of the ladder. 
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Theorem 4.9. Let Y be an one-sided ladder with k inside corners and t E N, t > 1. We 
assume that all the indeterminates of Y are involved in some t-minors of Y and that X is 

the smallest matrix which contains Y. Let (ciy di) be the coordinates of the ith the inside 

corner of Y, i = 1, . . . , k. Then 

(a) The divisor class group Cl(R,( Y)) of Rt(Y) is free of rank k + 1, and a basis of 

CVR,(Y)) is ~UPO), . . . , cl(pd 
(b) Let cl(o) = Cf=, Iicl(pi) be the unique representation of the canonical class of 

R,(Y) in Cl(R,( Y)) with respect to the basis of (a). Then A0 = m - n and 
ii = m + t - 1 - ci - di for i = 1, . . . , k. 

(c) The ring R,(Y) is Gorenstein if and only if m = n and ci + di = m + t - 1, for 
i = 1, . . ..k. 

Proof. (a) We know from Proposition 4.1 that R,(Y) [f - I] is isomorphic to a poly- 
nomial ring after inversion of a prime element. Therefore, by Nagata’s theorem 
[4, Corollary 7.21, Cl(R,( Y)) is generated by cl@& . . . , cl&+ 1). Since (f) is radical, 
we have Cl:, cl(pi) = 0 and, as in Corollary 2.3, one shows that this is the only 
relation between the cl(pi). Therefore cl(p,), . . . , cl@,) is a set of linearly independent 

generators of Cl(R,( Y)). 
(b) By induction on t. The case t = 2 is covered by Proposition 2.4. Let t > 2. 

Since (x) is prime, from the isomorphism 4.1(2), we get an isomorphism 
h: Cl(R,( Y)) + Cl(R,- 1 (2)). As in Proposition 2.4, one shows that h maps the canoni- 
cal class of R,(Y) to the canonical class of R,_ 1(Z). The ideal piR [x- ‘1 is mapped, 
under the isomorphism 4.1(2), to the extension of the ideal pi(Z). Therefore, 
by induction, we obtain the desired result since the data of R,_ I(Z) are m - 1, 
n - 1, t - 1 and the coordinates of the inside corners of Z are (ci - l,di - 1) 
for i = 1, . . ..k. 

(c) The ring R,(Y) is Gorenstein if and only if cl(o) = 0. 0 

Example 4.10. Consider the ladder given in Fig. 5. 

x15 x25 x35 

x14 x24 x34 44 X 

Y = x,3 X 23 x33 43 x x53 

A ‘1 x22 x32 x42 x52 

x 11 x21 x31 x41 x51 

Fig. 5. 

The data of Y are m = n = 5, k = 2, (cl, d,) = (3,4) and (c2, d2) = (4,3). Therefore the 
ring R,(Y) is a normal Gorenstein domain of dimension 16, and Cl(R,(Y)) = Z3. 

The ring R2(Y) is a normal Cohen-Macaulay domain and it has dimension 9. 
Further Cl(R,(Y) = Z3. Moreover R2(Y) is not Gorenstein. The canonical class of 
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R2(Y) is cl(o) = -cl(pl) - cl(p2) = cl@,,) + cl(p,). Therefore o N ponp4 = 

(x11 ,~1~,~~3,~1~,~15)n(x~~,x,,,~31,~~~,~~~). It is easy to see that x11,x41x15, 
x51x14,x51x15 is a minimal system of generators of ponp4. Hence the Co- 
hen-Macaulay type of R,(Y) is 4. 

Note that, from Theorem 4.9, we get a representation of the canonical module of 
R,(Y) as intersection of symbolic powers of the ideals pi. In general, from this 
representation of the canonical module it is not easy to compute the Cohen-Macau- 
lay type of R,(Y). 
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